DEPARTMENT/DIVISION UPDATE ............................................................................ Loretta Costin

- Pathways to Prosperity
- Legislative Update
- CTE on the Hill
- Statewide Initiatives

PROGRAM UPDATE .......................................................................................... Kathleen Taylor

- Perkins Stakeholder Review Update

Career and Technical Education (CTE) ....................................................... Belinda Chason

- Textbook Adoption

BUDGET, ACCOUNTABILITY UPDATE ...................................................... Tara Goodman

- CAPE Funding
- Distribution of CAPE Bonus Funding

GRANTS/COMPLIANCE UPDATE ............................................................. Gloria Spradley-Brown

- Perkins Roll Forward

ISSUES/QUESTIONS FROM DISTRICTS

**Note**

1. Roll call will be taken “by district” first. Afterwards, participants who may have joined the call during roll call will be provided an opportunity to identify themselves.

2. Please keep your phone on MUTE during the conference call. This prevents background noise and in-office discussions from disrupting the call. *(If you do not have a “Mute” button on your phone, press *6 to mute and #6 to unmute)*

3. Do NOT place your phone on HOLD during the call. HOLD queue music and messages will be heard on the conference call.

4. This call will be recorded by the conference system; and once available, the recording will be posted on our website.